What wedding dress
should you wear?
Different wedding dress silhouettes help you find
your perfect style for your personality, fit the overall mood of
your wedding, & best flatters your body on your big day!

Empire

Mermaid

This dress features a
fitted bodice and raised
waistline with a long,
loose-fitting skirt that
flows from the waistline
down to the hem.

A-Line

Fitted through the
body, this dress flares out
below the knee, creating
a mermaid-like “tail.” This
dress can also feature a
train of any length.

This dress features a
fitted bodice through the
waist and flares to the
ground with an unbroken
line (resembling an
uppercase “A”)

Sheath Gown

Ballgown

This gown features a
long, narrow, form-fitting
silhouette that falls
straight to the floor.
It’s light and airy, and
thought of as “romantic.”

Think of the fairytale
dresses you see in movies
like Cinderella! This dress
has a fitted bodice and
flairs at the waist with a
dramatic, full skirt.

Trumpet

Like the Mermaid dress,
the Trumpet dress hugs
the body, gradually
flaring outward, however,
this flare is more gradual
and less dramatic.

Empire silhouettes will lengthen short legs and are especially flattering to pear shapes.
Mermaid silhouettes work best for brides looking to show off their curvy figures. One possible
drawback is that a Mermaid dress can make it a little difficult to move around!

A-Line silhouettes are ideal for all body types and create the illusion of curves on a smaller
frame. They also camouflage a larger lower body.

Sheath silhouettes are simple and sophisticated. They look great on petite or slender brides who
benefit from its body-skimming shape which lengthens the body!

Ballgowns are ideal for most body types, especially pear-shaped figures. However, the full skirt
can be overwhelming on a small frame. If you are petite and have your heart set on a ballgown,
make sure to have it altered properly to fit your proportions.

Trumpet silhouettes work best for those with hourglass frames, small waists, and petites!

Your wedding is an investment. Protect it.
There are two insurance options available to you:
WEDDING LIABILITY INSURANCE
WEDDING POSTPONEMENT/CANCELLATION INSURANCE
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